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Spirit Thou of strength and power
Thou new Spirit God hath given
Aid us in temptation's hour
Train and perfect us for heaven " etc.
This hymn is a perfect parallel with our foregoing argu-
ment. It wholly corresponds with the rationalistic nature
of Epimethean creatures that the same priests that sing
this hymn should reject the new spirit of life, the newly-
created symbol. Reason must always seek the solution upon
rational, sequential, logical ways, in which it is certainly
justified in all normal situations and problems ; but in the
greatest and really decisive questions the reason proves
inadequate. It is incapable of creating the image, the
symbol; for the symbol is irrational, When the rational
way has become a cul de sac—which is its inevitable and
constant tendency—then, from the side where one least
expects it, the solution comes. (" What good thing cometh
out of Nazareth ?") Such, for instance, is the psychological
law underlying the Messianic prophecies, The prophecies
themselves are projections of the unconscious, which always
foreshadows the future event. Because the solution is irra-
tional, the appearance of the Redeemer is associated with
an impossible, i.e. irrational condition, the pregnancy of the
Virgin (Isaiah, 7, 14). This prophecy, like many another,
has impossible conditions attaching to it; as for instance :
14 Macbeth shall never vanquished be until
Great Birnam wood to high Dunsinane hill
Shall come against him,"    (Macbeth, IV, i)
The birth of the Saviour, i.e. the rise of the symbol,
happens in that very place where one is least expecting
it, whence indeed a solution is of all things the most
improbable. Thus Isaiah says (53, l):
" Who hath believed our report ?
And to whom is the arm of the Lord revealed ?
For he grew up before Him as a tender plant,
And as a root out of the dry ground ;

